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DSP Introduction

The roots of the Damen Support Programme lie in a non-profit organization (NGO) – Development Action for
Mobilization and Emancipation (DAMEN) – set up in 1992, under the Societies Registration Act, XXI of 1860.
DAMEN started its operations with the aim of working for alternative development at the grass-root level in
Pakistan. It was an alliance of social scientists, philanthropists, and professionals from various fields having
significant experience of working with NGOs locally and internationally.
DAMEN initially started by focusing on the role and development of women & children in local communities;
The programs being run were:
➢ Home School Education Program
➢ Industrial Home for Women
➢ Entrepreneurship Development Program
By continuously assessing the need of the community DAMEN initiated the microcredit program in 1996, to help
women foster economic activities in their communities.
In 2014, DAMEN transformed its Micro Finance Program into a separate legal entity by the name of the Damen
Support Programme (DSP). This step was taken to concentrate on DAMEN's economic sector initiatives, increase
focus on financial inclusion, improve transparency, and strengthen access to commercial funds, donors, and
investors. DSP is a Non-Banking Microfinance Company, registered under section 42 of the Companies Act 2017,
with the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP).
DSP concentrates on the social and economic uplift of communities, with an exclusive focus on the
empowerment of women from marginalized communities through the following objectives;
➢ To take measures for social and economic uplift and empowerment of marginalized communities,
especially in rural areas and urban slums, to enable them to enhance their capacity for income
generation to eradicate the real and most tangible problems for their sustainable development by
initiating/implementing programs including microcredit, vocational training, and capacity building of
communities.
➢ To concentrate on activities for the integrated self-reliant and long-term development of the
communities through various programs of poverty alleviation.
➢ To enhance women's development cause by initiating programs for income generation and awareness
of their legal and basic rights.
➢ To train and support human resources for devising, implementing, and overseeing development projects
and programs.
DSP adopts a four-pronged strategy to achieve its overall objectives;
i.
Micro-Credit
ii.
Health and Life Insurance services for its borrowers
iii.
Training, Capacity Building, and Skill Development of Community Action Groups
iv.
Research, Networking, and Linkages
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Success Stories
Kausar Parveen from Wandala Rati Peeri
At the time of her marriage, Kausar Parveen’s
husband was doing labor in a motor workshop.
Initially, they were spending a contented and
comfortable life but the growing needs of the
family started disturbing it. Kausar was finding it
very hard to bear the educational and nutritious
expenses of her four children. In these
circumstances, Kausar’s husband met with a
friend of him who was doing the business of
selling the Holy Quran. He advised him to start a
business of book rest (rehal) making and it
greatly fascinated Kausar’s husband. He also
discussed it with Kausar who also liked it. Getting
fascinated by the idea both husband and wife
started finding out the opportunities to start
their own business. Initially, they borrowed some
money from their relatives to start their business but it was not sufficient. They needed more to earn a
reasonable amount to successfully manage their home.
During that time Kausar came to know about micro-credit services provided by DSP. She told her
husband about it and they mutually decided to avail the opportunity. With the intention, she visited
DSP Branch in Begumkot where DSP staff acquainted her with policies and procedures for taking the
advance. After getting briefed she applied for an advance and, opposite to her expectations, it was
approved after a detailed analysis of her business. From the credit sum of PKR.12,000, she increased
her stock of raw material. With the increased profit from her business and subsequent loans from DSP,
her business started growing.
Recently Kausar is earning more than Rs.50,000 from the said business. An explicit improvement can
be observed in the living style of her family. She has provided good education to all her children,
purchased electronics and other items as well as repaired some portion of her home. Although
Kausar’s business was flourishing day by day yet it could not be saved from the impacts of the present
lockdown. “I was very satisfied and everything was normal. My business was well flourished and so
stable that I was not needed to take further loans, but present lockdown due to Corona has badly
affected it and again I have to get the support of DSP” describes Kausar. Although Kausar‘s business
has faced some crisis yet she is fully confident to control it with the support of DSP as well as her
husband and four children who have joined this business after completing their education.
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Bushra Asghar from Baddo
Bushra Bibi dwells in Baddo Village with her 6
children. Her better half had a flower shop
while Bushra used to make flower ornaments
at home which her significant other sold at the
shop. All family of Bushra was reliant on this
business. In 2012, after meeting a loss in their
business, it got hard for Bushra to oversee
home in a diminished salary. Her significant
other requested for loan from some of his
relatives but they refused, while day to day
worsening situation of their business was
continuously alarming them.
Amid that worsening situation, Bushra caught
wind of microloans given by DSP from one of
her community females. She discussed it with
her husband and after having his consent she
visited DSP Branch in Begumkot where DSP staff acquainted her with policies and procedures for taking
the advance. After getting briefed she applied for an advance and, opposite to her expectations, it was
approved after a detailed analysis of her business. From the credit sum of Rs.25,000, she expanded her
business of flowers by getting some piece of land on contract.
The first loan helped her in coming out of the crisis as well as sustained her business to such an extent
that she didn’t require further loans from DSP. But in 20018 her family again came into crisis after the
demise of her better half. Once again Bushra had no money to get land on contract and the situation
again reminded her about DSP. “After the death of my husband I was quite stressed over the
circumstance however entire my stress disappeared after considering the microcredit services
provided by DSP. I was as relaxed as never had any worry, because of having good experience with
DSP” Bushra shows her confidence in DSP. Soon after having this thought she visited DSP Branch in
Begumkot and got a credit of sum of Rs.45,000.
Bushra stresses that if she had not had a good initial experience with DSP, she would not have come
back for additional financing after paying off her first loan. But she says that with DSP’s assistance, her
prospects have immensely improved. Her eldest son is currently running her better half’s shop while
she plucks flowers from gardens and prepares flower jewelry at home. Both Bushra and her son are
getting a reasonable amount from the flower business. She is not only managing her home but also
bearing the educational expenses of her youngest son. She is also collecting dowry items for her
daughter from her saving. Bushra seems now very satisfied and the credit is ascribed to DSP.
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Kubra Saleem from Kot Abdul Malik
Kubra Saleem resides in Kot Abdul
Malik with her family. At the time of
her marriage, her husband was doing
work on daily wages and his earning
was too meager to meet the
necessities of a large family comprising
of eight members. On the other hand,
day by day growing needs of her
children were continuously worrying
her. During those critical days, both
Kubra and her husband came up with
an idea of starting their own business
of door lamps which he was already
doing on daily wages. Soon after
having this idea they borrowed some
money from their relatives and started
said business at home. Kubra herself
assisted her husband in manufacturing
lamps but despite the collective efforts of both, they could not earn according to their expectations.
The reason was a shortage of money. They wanted to invest more in their business but could not find
resources.
One day while passing through a street Kubra saw a group of females entering a building while a huge
crowd was already inside. It aroused her curiosity to inquire about the matter. For the reason, she
went in and met with DSP staff, who told her about the microcredit programme of DSP and policies
and procedures to get the benefit of this programme. It fascinated her to such an extent that she
discussed it with her husband and both mutually decided to get an advance from DSP.
Kubra applied for a loan from DSP and her loan was approved after complete appraisal. From her first
loan amount, she increased raw material which resulted in an increase in productivity and earning.
Kubra’s first experience with DSP was so good that soon after completing her first loan cycle, she
applied for another loan. At this time Kubra is DSP’s client of the 9 th loan cycle and her business is well
flourished. She has not only constructed 3-marla double-storey home for her but also provided
education to all her children. She has also wedded her three children while her sons have also joined
her business after growing young.
Kubra seems now very satisfied and contented because her business is sustainable to bear the whole
expenses of her family. “Although my business is well-flourished yet ups and downs are also a part of
it. Whenever I got a shortage of money due to more supply of our product in the market or any other
reason, I found DSP there for my support.” Says Kubra while showing her trust in DSP.
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Strategic Measures to Reduce the Impact of COVID-19
According to a news article appeared in Daily Dawn on 25th September 2020 Pakistan’s microfinance industry
shrank marginally by 0.7 percent in terms of its gross loan portfolio (GLP) and 4.9pc in terms of active loans
during the first half of 2020 because of the impact of the Coronavirus pandemic on the businesses across the
country.
The industry felt the major impact during April and May when the economy was shut down over Covid-19
concerns. In June the industry began recovering from the effects of the health crisis and started disbursing new
credit. Since defaults and risky portfolio levels remain high, the impact of the pandemic on the microfinance
industry is likely to continue. To reduce the impact of the corona pandemic and come out of its crisis where all
organizations adopted different strategies there DSP also took some preventive measures.
In an attempt to control the cost DSP reduced the regional offices from 4 to 3 as well as the number of area
offices reduced to 9 after closing two areas. Similarly, the total number of field offices became 54 after closing 8
branches. After the closure of some branches, some staff became surplus. Although DSP tried to adjusted most
of the surplus staff in their nearest branches despite it had to lay off some of the staff based on their poor
performance. To improve the quality of the portfolio and distribute the workload evenly DSP shuffled the
portfolio of some branches.
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Operational Enactments

Damen Support Programme (DSP) empowers women by increasing their well beings, access to resources, selfconfidence, self-esteem and respect, participation in decision-making and bargaining power, and increased
control over benefits and their own life. The main focus of DSP is to empower women through the expansion
and sustainability of their enterprises. For the purpose, DSP provides its financial support to low-income female
clients and micro-entrepreneurs having no access to formal financial resources. Recently DSP is providing its
financial services in Lahore, Kasur, Sheikhupura, Nankana Sahib, Okara, Faisalabad, Gujranwala, Hafizabad,
Sahiwal, Pakpattan, Toba Tek Singh, and Sialkot districts.
Geographical Outreach of DSP

Outreach
During the reporting period, the total number of areas was reduced to 9 by merging the Sialkot area with
Gujranwala and Sahiwal area with Okara. Similarly, the total number of branches became 54 after the closure of
8 field offices. Branches closed were conventional microfinance branch of Gujranwala, enterprise branches of
Sundar, Arrayian Morr, Multan Road, Sharqpur Road, and Jamber and Sharia Compliant branches of Narowal,
and Kasur City. Region-Wise detail of all branches is given below;
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Lahore Region

Region-I

Lahore

Lahore

Kasur

Area-I

Area-II

Area-IV

• Niaz-Baig
• Chung
• Kahna Nau
• Ali Raza Abad
• Bhola Garhi

• Shamki Bhattiyan
• Halloki
• Raiwind
• Manga Mandi
• Maraka

• Phoolnagar
• Habibabad
• Pattoki
• Jamber
• Renala Khurd
• Okara

Faisalabad Region

Region-II
Okara / Sahiwal

Faisalabad

Toba Tek Singh

Area-VI

Area-VI

Area-IX

• Depalpur
• Hujra Shah Muqeem
• Haveli Lakha
• Sahiwal-I
• Sahiwal-II
• Chichawatni
• Arifwala
• Pakpattan

• Faisalabad
• Thikriwala
• Samadri
• Muslim Town
• Jaranwala

• T.T.Singh
• Gojra
• Pirmahal
• Kamalia
• Rajana
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Sheikhupura Region

Region-III

Sheikhupura

Nankana Sahib

Gujranwala / Sialkot

Area-III

Area-V

Area-VIII

• Begum Kot
• Dhamkey
• Sharqpur
• Rachna Town
• Muridkey

• Nankana
• Shahkot
• Warburton
• Bucheyki
• Morkhunda

• Alam Chowk
• Kamokey
• Wazirabad
• Hafizabad
• Sialkot
• Pasrur
• Sambrial
• Daska

Active Clients
During the reporting period, the total number of active clients was reduced from 104,881 to 102,485. It was
because the impact of the COVID-19 on the microfinance industry is continued. The total number of active
clients remained 10,326 in Area-I, 11,688 in Area-II, 10,320 in Area-III, 14,911 in Area-IV, 11,694 in Area-V,
12,608 in Area-VI, 8,075 in Area-VII, 13,553 in Area-VIII and 9,310 in Area-IX.
Area-Wise Segregation of Active Clients
16,000

14,911

14,000
11,694

11,688

12,000

10,326

13,553

12,608

10,320
9,310

10,000
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8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
Active Clients
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Area-II

Area-III
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Area-IX
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Region-Wise Active Clients

Region-Wise Segregation of Active Clients
50
45
40

Percentage

By the end of the reporting period, DSP’s
clientele remained 36,925, 29,993, and
35,567 in Region-I, II, and III respectively.
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Product-Wise Segregation of Active Loans

Product Wise Active Clients
Product-wise analysis of active clients
reflects that majority of DSP clients is
getting the benefit of general loans
followed by sharia loans and seasonal loan
respectively. The main reason behind the
greater interest for general loans is that it
was the initial and only product of DSP and
the other two products were introduced
later. Similarly, greater loan size can also
be a reason behind it.

94,802

100,000
90,000

General Loan

80,000
70,000
60,000

Sharia Loan

50,000
40,000
30,000

Seasonal Loan

20,000

7,635

10,000

48

0

Area-Wise Segregation of OLP

Outstanding Loan Portfolio
(OLP)

450,000,000
400,000,000
350,000,000

245,036,079

358,796,927

327,662,812

211,100,505

100,000,000

348,940,624

150,000,000

431,286,951

200,000,000

311,889,454

250,000,000

371,418,469

300,000,000

331,556,439

The total OLP of DSP decreased from PKR.
3,033,046,013 (by the end of the previous
quarter) to PKR. 2,937,688,260 (by the end
of the reporting period) and the spread of
COVID-19 is the main reason behind this
decrease. Areas I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII,
and IX, respectively observed a decrease of
0.4%, 3.0%, 4.8%, 3.3%, 2.6%, 5.8%, 1.4%,
3.8%, and 2.0%, in OLP.

50,000,000
OLP
Area-I

Area-II
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Region-Wise Outstanding Loan Portfolio
OLP of Region-I is greater than the other three regions
because of having maximum mature clients with
greater loan size. Given here is the region-wise
segregation of OLP.
Region-Wise Segregation of OLP

1,200,000,000
1,000,000,000

1,019,627,005

400,000,000

783,799,396

600,000,000

Client retention is critical for the long-term financial
viability of microfinance institutions (MFIs), which
provides financial services to low-income households. It
reduces MFI’s administrative costs, lowers risks, and
increases institutional productivity.
DSP always focused on building up a strong and longterm relationship with its clients and it is obvious by LTS
data which shows that 53% of DSP clients are
longstanding.
Segregation of Clients Regarding Loan Cycle

1,134,261,859

800,000,000

Division of Clients Regarding Loan Cycle

Fresh

Repeat (2-5 Cycle)

Mature (5+ Cycle)

7%

200,000,000
OLP
Region-I

Region-II

Region-III

Product Wise Outstanding Loan Portfolio

43%

50%

By the end of the reporting period, the OLP of General
Loans, Sharia Loans, and Seasonal Loans remained PKR.
2,749,348,499, PKR.186,113,008 and 2,226,753
respectively.
Product-Wise Segregation of OLP

3,000,000,000
2,500,000,000

500,000,000

2,226,753

1,000,000,000

186,113,008

1,500,000,000

2,749,348,499

2,000,000,000

Sep-20
General Loans

Sharia Loans

Seasonal Loans

Portfolio at Risk Ratio
Because of the corona pandemics and its development
in Pakistan, DSP like other MFIs and MFBs adopted
several measures to ease the burden of the pandemics
on both, the clients and the organization. DSP is
following a two-prong strategy to deal with the COVID19 effects on the financial health of the borrowers and
the institution. On one hand, deferment is allowed to
borrowers to give them ease in managing their cash
flow in the pandemic situation. On the other hand,
overdue loans (PAR) are written off while remaining
within the limits of the cost bearing capacity of the
organization, so that it does not affect the economic
sustainability of the organization. At the end of the
reporting period, the PAR ratio is zero due to the writeoff of all over-due loans.
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Business Categorization of Loans

Average Loan Size & Balance

The majority of DSP clients are related to Livestock
followed by tailoring & clothing, trade & business, and
handicrafts & embroidery respectively.
By the end of the reporting period, 39% of DSP clients
utilized their loans in the business of livestock, 36%
used it to grow their business of tailoring & clothing,
23% did trade and business, while only 2% utilized it to
build up their business of handicrafts & embroidery.

The average loan size of DSP decreased from 62,122
(by the end of the previous quarter) to 57,795 (by the
end of the reporting period) whereas the average
loan balance is decreased from 28,919 (by the end of
the previous quarter) to 28,665 (by the end of the
reporting quarter). A comparison of average loan size
and average loan balance, during the last two
quarters, is given here.

Business Categorization of Loans
Handicrafts & Embroidery
Trade & Business

Comparison of Average Loan size and Balance

Livestock
Tailoring & Clothing

62,122
57,795

2%

36%
39%

23%

60,000
55,000
50,000
45,000
40,000
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
-

28,919
28,665

Jun-20
Sep-20
Average Loan
Size

Average Loan
Balance

Complaint Redressal
DSP is redressing the grievances of its clients through its Complaint Redressal Cell. This cell is effectively working
in the Head Office as well as in Regional Offices. By the end of the reporting period, this cell received a total of
142 complaints, out of which 119 were settled while the other 23 unresolved are health and death claims
dependent on the insurance company.
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Capacity Enhancement
Capacity building emphases on escalating an organization's ability to do new things and improve what they
currently do. Most simply, capacity building improves the organization's performance and enhances its ability
to function and continue to stay relevant within a rapidly changing environment. DSP has a focus on
strengthening technical expertise, through hiring or training staff or volunteers in program planning and
design, best practices, and other similar technical areas.
Trainings are the tool utilized for upgrading the capacities of staff. Targeted trainings towards staff are
significant to assist them in meeting their key obligations. Building the skills of staff is significant in helping
them out in carrying their job specifications, through fundamental as well as on-going trainings. These
trainings likewise help the employees in gaining new aptitudes to perform their duties efficiently, in getting
promotions within the organization, and in getting up-skilled to do some innovative things, which keep them
fresh and motivated.
To keep the employees up with the new developments in their field, the Training Section of DSP initially
identifies the gaps in their performance and then decides what type of training is needed and who needs it.
During the reporting quarter, DSP shared four online sessions with its field staff.
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Constraints & Challenges
•
•
•
•
•

smooth continuation of the disbursements and recoveries due to the COVID-19 situation.
Implementation of a new performance appraisal & management system at all levels and impact on the
improvement of the loan portfolio.
Maintain the yield of GLP by not allowing field staff to take recoveries before the due date.
Reduce the cost per loan
Maintain the client base at a level of 2400 clients per field office.

•

Monitoring of loan utilization.

Existing Gaps
•
•

Weak social mobilization.
The problem of delinquency due to non-compliance of policies and procedures in groups and center
formation.

Lessons Learnt
•
•
•

Improved monitoring (from Head Office, Regional Offices, Area / Field offices) can ensure the success of
the program.
Strong mobilization for group formation can ensure the long-term sustainability of the microcredit
program.
Customary interaction with the borrowers can assure a better recovery rate and delinquency loans.
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